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Kaon Physics
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Kaons have long time driven advances in physics:
Discovery of CP violation in KL ➝ π+π–.

Suppression of KL ➝ µ+µ–  leading to the GIM mechanism.
Search for new physics in forbidden decays (e.g. K+ ➝ π–e+e+).

Since 1990's heavy flavours (B, D mesons) mostly took over...
Precise determination of CKM matrix elements.
Measurements of CP violation.

...but in the new century:  the return of the Kaons 
First discovery of direct CP violation.
Precision determination of |Vus|.
Precision measurements of Chiral Perturbation Theory.
Measurement of rare, very rare, and ultra-rare decays.
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Kaon Experiments
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Rainer Wanke, Universität Mainz, FPCP 2008, Taipei, May 6, 2008 – p.3/30

Running from ~1997 - ~2007, all finished by now.

New experiments to come:        NA62              KOTO           KLOE-2
all K decaysK+ → π+νν

KL → π0ννK→eν/K→µν
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The NA48 and NA62 Experiments
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NA48/62: 48th/62nd experiment     
in the CERN North Area.
Fixed-target experiments with 400 
GeV/c proton beams from the SPS.
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NA48/NA62 talks in Flavour Physics session: 
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The NA48 and NA62 Experiments
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NA48/2: (2003/2004)
Simultaneous K± beams                     
for CP violation search in

NA62 "RK phase": (2007/2008)
Still use of NA48/2 detector & beam.
Search for Lepton Flavour Violation in

New NA62 experiment: (≥ 2014)
Completely new detector.
100 SM-events of the very rare decay

RK  =  Γ(K→eν) / Γ(K→µν)

K+ → π+ ν ν
NA62

K+→π+νν

CERN NA48/NA62 experiments 
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Jura mountains 
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Further rare K+ decays

K± → π± π π
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K± Running 2003/04

NA48/2 experiment in 2003/2004:

Simultaneous K+ and K− beams with pK± = (60 ± 3) GeV/c.

K−

K+

K+

K−

K+

K−

Magnet

Beams coincide
within ~1mm

Beam
spectrometer

Momentum
selection

~ 7 x 1011
protons/spill

kaons/spill
2−3 x 10 6

Quadrupol

First Achromat Second Achromat

20050 100
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0 250 m

10 cm

not to scale!
spectrometer

He tank +Vacuum
tank

Rainer Wanke MENU07, FZ Jülich, September 10, 2007 – p.5/38

NA48/2 Beam Line
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Simultaneous K+ and K− beams with pK = (60 ± 1.8) GeV/c.
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The NA48/2 Detector
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The NA48 Detector

Detector components:
Magnet spectrometer
4 sets of drift chambers.
∆p/p ≈ 1.4% for p = 20 GeV/c.

Hodoscopes:
Fast trigger, precise
time measurement (σt = 150 ps).

Liquid Krypton Calorimeter (LKr)

∆E/E ≈ 1.0% for Ee,γ = 20 GeV/c.

Kevlar window

Drift chamber 1

Anti counter 6
Drift chamber 2

Magnet

Drift chamber 3

Helium tank

Anti counter 7
Drift chamber 4

Hodoscope

Liquid krypton calorimeter
Hadron calorimeter

Muon veto sytem

Hadron calorimeter, photon vetos, muon counters
Rainer Wanke, Universität Mainz, KAON 2009, Tsukuba, June 10, 2009 – p.4/27
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Outline
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Several new and upcoming measurements to present:

K± → π0l±ν, K± → π0π0e±ν  form factors.

New measurements of K± → π±γγ.

First observation of K± → π±π0e+e–.

Future measurement of K+ → π+νν.

Future prospects for rare and forbidden K+ decays.
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Several new and upcoming measurements to present:

K± → π0l±ν, K± → π0π0e±ν  form factors.

New measurements of K± → π±γγ.

First observation of K± → π±π0e+e–.

Future measurement of K+ → π+νν.

Future prospects for rare and forbidden K+ decays.

This talk
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K± → π±γγ
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K± → π±γγ — ChPT Description
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In ChPT the double differential rate in K → πγγ decays is
Theory: Chiral perturbation description (1)

In chiral perturbation theory the double differential rate in K −→ πγγ decays is

∂2Γ
∂y∂z

=
MK

29π3

{

z2
(

|A+ B|2 + |C |2
)

+

[

y 2 − 1
4
λ(1, r 2π, z)

]2
(

|B|2 + |D|2
)

}

with no tree-level contributions of O(p2).

z =
(Pγ1 + Pγ2)

2

m2
K

=

(

mγγ

mK

)2

λ(a, b, c) = a2+b2+c2−2(ab+bc+ca)

y =
PK (Pγ1 − Pγ2)

m2
K

rπ =
mπ

mK

A, B, C and D are invariant amplitudes functions of z and y.
Rate and spectrum depend on a single unknown O(1) parameter ĉ.
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Lorentz invariant variables:
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A, B, C, and D are functions of z and y.
Rate and spectrum depend on a single unknown parameter ĉ of O(1).
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K± → π±γγ — ChPT Description
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O(p4):                                         
B and D amplitudes are still 0.                                
[Ecker, Pich, de Rafael, NPB 303 (1988) 665]

O(p6):                                 
Unitary corrections result         
in a non-zero rate at mγγ→0.     
[D’Ambrosio, Portolés, PLB 386 (1996) 403, 
Gerard, Smith, Trine, NPB 730 (2005) 1]

Chapter 1. Theoretical Introduction

Figure 1.1: One-loop K± ! p±gg diagrams: weak (weak and electromagnetic)
vertices denoted by an open (full) box.

being |G8| ' 9.2 · 10�6 GeV�2 the effective weak coupling constant determined
from K ! pp at O(p2) and F(x) a function defined as:

F(x) =

8
<

:
1� 4

x arcsin2
p

x
2 , x  4

1 + 1
x

⇣
ln2 1�b(x)

1+b(x) � p2 + 2pı ln 1�b(x)
1+b(x)

⌘
, x > 4

where b(x) =
q

1� 4
x .

Like in KL ! p0gg decay, the pion loop contribution µ F(z/r2
p) (Eq. 1.2),

dominates by far over the kaon loop amplitude µ F(z): the resulting loops are
finite but cPT allows an O(p4) scale independent local contribution that is pa-
rameterized by an O(1) constant:

ĉ =
128p2

3
⇥
3(L9 + L10) + N14 � N15 � 2N18

⇤

being L9 and L10 the strong and N14, N15 and N18 the weak O(p4) couplings,
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Cusp at 2 mπ+

Unitarity corrections 
for O(p6) 

O(p6)

z

O(p4)

z

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/0550321388904257
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/0550321388904257
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-ph/9606213v1
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-ph/9606213v1
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science?_ob=ArticleURL&_udi=B6TVC-4H9PHT9-2&_user=1413242&_coverDate=12%2F05%2F2005&_rdoc=1&_fmt=high&_orig=search&_origin=search&_sort=d&_docanchor=&view=c&_acct=C000052648&_version=1&_urlVersion=0&_userid=1413242&md5=2fd8f4f97ab6e953b9269fddc884fdf2&searchtype=a
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science?_ob=ArticleURL&_udi=B6TVC-4H9PHT9-2&_user=1413242&_coverDate=12%2F05%2F2005&_rdoc=1&_fmt=high&_orig=search&_origin=search&_sort=d&_docanchor=&view=c&_acct=C000052648&_version=1&_urlVersion=0&_userid=1413242&md5=2fd8f4f97ab6e953b9269fddc884fdf2&searchtype=a
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E787 (BNL):                                         
31 candidates with 5 bkg events:                        
ĉ = 1.8 ± 0.6   (O(p6))                        
[Kitching et al., PRL 79 (1997) 4079]

NA48/2  K± → π± γ e+ e–:                                          
120 candidates with 5 bkg events:                        
ĉ = 0.90 ± 0.45   (O(p6))                                
[Batley et al., PLB 659 (2008) 493]

NA48/2  preliminary:                                          
> 1000 candidates from data taking 
with anti-K2π trigger                              
➜  very bad trigger efficiency                              
➜  no ĉ measurement                               
[Morales Morales (for NA48/2), Moriond QCD (2008)]

VOLUME 79, NUMBER 21 P HY S I CA L REV I EW LE T T ER S 24 NOVEMBER 1997

FIG. 1. p1 momentum distribution for 31 K1 ! p1gg can-
didates (solid) and for estimated background events (dashed).
The acceptance is given by the dotted line.

momentum being between 215 MeVyc and the end point
227 MeVyc assuming the phase-space distribution. Under
this assumption, the 90% C.L. upper limit was BsK1 !
p1gg, phase-space distributiond , 5.0 3 1027.
The momentum dependence of the pgg2 acceptance

is shown in Fig. 1 together with the final pgg candidates
and the estimated background spectrum. A partial branch-
ing ratio for each 10-MeVyc bin was calculated from
the background-subtracted signal divided by the number
of the stopped kaons times the acceptance for that bin.
By summing these, a model-independent branching ra-
tio BsK1 ! p1gg, 100 MeVyc , Pp1 , 180 MeVycd
was obtained to be s6.0 6 1.5 6 0.7d 3 1027, where the
first uncertainty is statistical and the second is the esti-
mated systematic uncertainty in the background and the
acceptance measurements based on a Kp2 branching ratio
measurement.
The measured p1 spectrum was compared with ChPT

predictions integrated over 10-MeVyc bins. A maximum
likelihood fit of ĉ to the spectrum using the absolutely
normalized rate was carried out to determine the value
of ĉ. Without the unitarity corrections, the result was
ĉ ≠ 1.6 6 0.6 with x2

min ≠ 6.3 [the number of degrees
of freedom sndf ≠ 7d]. With the corrections, the best fit
was obtained for ĉ ≠ 1.8 6 0.6, and the x2

min improved to
4.6. Thus, the data support the inclusion of the unitarity
corrections. If we fit the spectrum shape alone by
introducing one free normalization factor, the fits became
equally good, with x2

minyndf , 0.7. The corresponding
ĉ was 20.611.4

21.1 and 0.711.7
21.1 for without and with the

unitarity corrections, respectively. Figure 2 shows the
measured momentum spectrum together with the spectrum
shape given by the best fit (i.e., ĉ ≠ 1.8 with the unitarity
corrections). By assuming this spectrum shape, a total
branching ratio was estimated to be s1.1 6 0.3 6 0.1d 3

FIG. 2. Measured p1 momentum distribution for K1 !
p1gg and the best fit to the data (solid). The dashed line
shows a phase-space distribution normalized to a 90% C.L.
upper limit obtained by the pgg1 analysis in the region of
215 MeVyc , Pp1 , 227 MeVyc indicated by the arrow.

1026 with the net acceptance in the pgg2 region being
3.8 3 1024. The total branching ratio estimated with a
spectrum shape given by the other fits was within 11% of
the above value.
One of the consequences of the unitarity corrections is

a nonzero amplitude at the end point Pp1 ≠ 227 MeVyc
smgg ≠ 0 MeVyc2d. However, the predicted decay rate
at the end point is 8 times smaller than our 90% C.L.
upper limit in this region, BsK1 ! p1gg, Pp1 .
215 MeVycd ≠ 6.1 3 1028, as shown in Fig. 2. There-
fore, the ChPT prediction with the unitarity corrections is
consistent with our pgg1 result.
The pgg1 result also sets a 90% confidence upper

limit on BsK1 ! p1X0, X0 ! ggd, where X0 is any

FIG. 3. The 90% C.L. upper limits for the branching ratio of
K1 ! p1X0, X0 ! gg for different X0 lifetimes stX0 d as a
function of mass smX0 d.

4081

mγγ
2 mπ+ 190 MeV300 MeV

498 NA48/2 Collaboration / Physics Letters B 659 (2008) 493–499

Fig. 2. Selected signal candidates and background expectation from MC sim-
ulation: (top) π±e+e−γ invariant mass, (bottom) e+e−γ invariant mass. The
vertical lines indicate the accepted region for the branching ratio measurement.

(1.19 ± 0.12stat) × 10−8, where the error is from data statis-
tics only. This result is independent of the value of ĉ and any
theoretical assumption of the me+e−γ distribution.

Several potential sources of systematic errors can affect the
result and have been studied.

The background estimation has a total uncertainty of ±1.7
events, as explained before, which results in an uncertainty of
±1.5% on the result.

Possible imperfections of the description of the detector ac-
ceptance in the Monte Carlo simulation might also cause sys-
tematic effects on the branching fraction measurement. For an
estimation of such effects we have varied the main selection
cuts. To not fall victim of statistical fluctuations in the signal
channel, the variations have only been performed in the nor-
malization channel. This leads to a conservative estimate, since
detector systematics are expected to cancel between signal and
normalization. We found maximum changes of the result of the
order of ±0.4%, which we assigned as the systematic uncer-
tainty due to the detector acceptance.

The particle identification via the E/p ratio could not be
perfectly modelled in the simulation. However, the inefficien-
cies are expected to almost completely cancel between signal
and normalization mode. The residual uncertainty on the elec-
tron identification was measured from K0

e3 decays to better than

Table 2
Summary of uncertainties of the branching ratio measurement

Source #Br/Br #Br [10−8]
Background subtraction ±1.5% ±0.017
Electron/pion identification ±0.4% ±0.005
Detector acceptance ±0.4% ±0.005
Trigger efficiency ±0.6% ±0.007
MC statistics ±0.9% ±0.011
Normalisation ±2.7% ±0.032

Total systematic uncertainty ±3.3% ±0.04

Statistical uncertainty ±9.7% ±0.12

Fig. 3. Partial K± → π±e+e−γ branching fractions as function of the e+e−γ

invariant mass. The signal region is defined for me+e−γ > 260 MeV/c2. The
lines are the expectations from Ref. [3] for ĉ = 0.90 (solid, best fit) and ĉ = 1.8
(dashed, estimate from K+ → π+γ γ [4]).

0.1%. The uncertainty of the pion identification efficiency was
determined from variations of the E/p criterion in the nor-
malization channel to be at most ±0.3%. Combining both, we
assigned a total uncertainty of ±0.4% due to particle identifica-
tion.

The overall trigger efficiency should be the same for sig-
nal and normalisation to a great extent. A difference could only
arise from the slightly different event topologies. Due to the
lack of statistics, the trigger efficiency could not be measured
for signal events. We therefore studied the dependency of the
trigger efficiency of K± → π±π0

D events as a function of the
event topology. From this, we obtained a systematic uncertainty
of ±0.6%.

The statistical error of the signal and normalisation MC sam-
ples contributes to ±0.9%.

Finally, the external inputs of Br(K± → π±π0
D) and

Br(π0
D → e+e−γ ) add an uncertainty of ±2.7% [9]. This is

identical with the error quoted on the kaon flux in Section 4.3.
All uncertainties of the measurement are listed in Table 2.

The final result on the branching ratio is

Br
(
K± → π±e+e−γ ,me+e−γ > 260 MeV/c2)

= (1.19 ± 0.12stat ± 0.04syst) × 10−8.

The distribution of the partial branching fractions is shown
in Fig. 3 and tabulated in Table 3. The quoted errors are confi-

http://dx.doi.org/10.1103/PhysRevLett.79.4079
http://dx.doi.org/10.1103/PhysRevLett.79.4079
http://arxiv.org/abs/0711.4313v1
http://arxiv.org/abs/0711.4313v1
http://arxiv.org/abs/0805.3312
http://arxiv.org/abs/0805.3312
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Problem:                                              
K± → π±γγ very similar to K± → π±π0.    
➜  heavily trigger-suppressed!              
➜  (was problem in preliminary measurement.)

Special runs with                    
minimum bias trigger conditions:

NA48/2:                                                
12 hours (2003), 3 days (2004)

NA62-RK:                                          
~ 90 days with 5 downscaled 
control trigger chains (2007).

 KroSrJJ Data Collection  

HEP-MAD 2013, 9 September F. Bucci 11 

� NA48/2:   
      12 hours in 2003 and 3 days in 2004   
� NA62-RK:  
      a90 days in 2007 with five downscaled control trigger chains  

Data collected with minimum bias trigger conditions (high efficiency, low purity) 
 

example of some 
minimum bias conditions 

Example	  of	  some	  minimum	  bias	  condi2on
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K± → π±γγ — Signal
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NA48/2  NA62-RK  

 K± → π±γγ candidates 149

 K± → π±π0γ background 11.4 ± 0.6

 K± → π±π0π0 background 4.1 ± 0.4

 K± → π±γγ candidates 175

 K± → π±π0γ background 11.1 ± 1.0

 K± → π±π0π0 background 1.3 ± 0.3
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K± → π±γγ — z Distribution
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K± → π±γγ — Model Independent Measurement
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Model-independent branching fraction for z > 0.2:
	 Sum up all partial branching fractions of 8 bins with z > 0.2

B(K± → π±γγ, z > 0.2) = (0.877 ± 0.087stat ± 0.017syst) × 10-6

(final NA48/2 result [Batley et al. (2014)], NA62 to be published soon.)

http://arxiv.org/abs/1310.5499
http://arxiv.org/abs/1310.5499
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K± → π±γγ — Measurement of ĉ

17

Data support the ChPT prediction of a cusp at the ππ threshold 
➜  Fit to the z distributions to extract ĉ in ChPT O(p4) and ChPT O(p6).
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K± → π±γγ — Measurement of ĉ
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O(p4):   ĉ = 1.71 ± 0.29 ± 0.06

O(p6):   ĉ = 2.21 ± 0.31 ± 0.08

O(p4):   ĉ = 1.36 ± 0.33 ± 0.07

O(p6):   ĉ = 1.67 ± 0.39 ± 0.09
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K± → π±γγ — Measurement of ĉ
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O(p4):   ĉ = 1.56 ± 0.22 ± 0.07 = 1.56 ± 0.23

O(p6):   ĉ = 2.00 ± 0.24 ± 0.09 = 2.00 ± 0.26

Combined          
NA48/2 + NA62-RK:
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K± → π±π0e+e–
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K± → π±π0γ  and K± → π±π0e+e–

20

K± → π±π0γ proceeds mainly via inner bremsstrahlung (IB),    
but may also undergo direct photon emission (DE).

K± → π±π0e+e– similar with internal conversion γ → e+e–.

IB is a leading O(p2) effect while DE is a sub-leading O(p4) effect. 
[Pichl, EPJC 20 (2001) 371; Cappiello, Catà, D’Ambrosio, Gao, EPJC 72 (2012) 1872]

Eγ∗ = γ → e+e– energy in K± rest frame
Tc∗ = kinetic π± energy in K± rest frame
q2  = e+e– invariant mass

Page 6 of 16 Eur. Phys. J. C (2012) 72:1872

interference term, since NA48/2 finds opposite sign com-
pared to the one expected on theoretical grounds. Moreover,
K+ → π+π0γ has no reach over the sign of MDE , which
has not been determined yet.

Here we want to discuss K± → π±π0e+e−, comple-
menting the kinematical variables used in (25) with the
dilepton invariant mass, q2. As already emphasized in the
introduction, the K+ → π+π0e+e− decay rate is largely
dominated by the Bremsstrahlung contribution (BR = 4.2 ×
10−6), followed by the magnetic term (70 times smaller)
and the electric interference (120–130 times smaller). The
pure electric term is much suppressed (40 to 100 times
smaller than the magnetic). While sheer numbers show that
the Bremsstrahlung dominates, this dominance is, however,
not homogeneous in the kinematic variables. In Fig. 3 we
show the q dependence of the different contributions while
Table 1 shows the integrated decay rates (the area under the
curves) for different kinematic cuts in q . The general trend
is that the Bremsstrahlung dominance gets reduced as q2 in-
creases. However, even more information can be extracted
if one looks at the distribution in the full (E∗

γ , T ∗
c , q2, θℓ,φ)

hyperplane. The angular dependences are purely kinematic
and can thus be integrated out. Eventually, the dynamically
relevant objects we will focus on are the differential decay
rates

d3Γ

dE∗
γ dT ∗

c dq2 = d3ΓB

dE∗
γ dT ∗

c dq2 + d3ΓE

dE∗
γ dT ∗

c dq2

+ d3ΓM

dE∗
γ dT ∗

c dq2 + d3Γint

dE∗
γ dT ∗

c dq2 , (28)

where Γint collects the different interference contributions,
BE, BM and EM. The decay rates above can be easily com-

Fig. 3 q dependence of the different contributions. The solid line rep-
resents the Bremsstrahlung. The dashed lines (from bigger dash to
smaller dash) are 100 × M, 100 × BE and 300 × E, respectively. Error
bars are omitted. The band around the electric contribution corresponds
to varying N (1,2)

E in the range ±N (0)
E . The corresponding band on the

electric interference term is completely negligible

puted from

d3Γi = 1
2mK

∑

spins

|MLD|2i d3Φ, (29)

where d3Φ is the angular-integrated invariant phase space,
whose explicit expression is given in (13). The matrix ele-
ments for the different contributions can be readily inferred
from (18). We note that Γint above actually consists only
of the BE term. This is so because the remaining (electric–
magnetic) interferences are P-violating, i.e. odd in φ. Thus,
both BM and EM terms cancel upon angular integration (cf.
Sect. 6 for a full discussion of the electric–magnetic interfer-
ences). For instance, with the definitions for the form fac-
tors F

(B)
i and F

(DE)
3 and the kinematic weights of (19), and

upon using (15), one can easily show that the explicit ex-
pressions for the Bremsstrahlung and magnetic terms read
(in the isospin limit):

d3ΓB

dE∗
γ dT ∗

c dq2

= α2|MK |2(2m2
l + q2)

48π3m3
Kq4

√

1 − 4m2
l

q2

× q6 + λ1q
4 + λ2q

2 − 4m2
Kσ

(q2 − 2E∗
γ mK)2(mK − 2(mπ + T ∗

c + E∗
γ ))2 ,

(30)
d3ΓM

dE∗
γ dT ∗

c dq2

= −α2G2
8mK(N (0)

M )2(2m2
l + q2)

48π3f 2
πq4

√

1 − 4m2
l

q2

×
{
q4 + (2λ3 − λ4)q

2 + σ
}
,

Table 1 Branching ratios for the Bremsstrahlung and the relative
weight of the rest of the contributions for different cuts in q , starting
at qmin (first row) and ending at 180 MeV. In the last column we have
also included the parity-odd magnetic-electric interference term, to be
discussed in Sect. 6

qc (MeV) B [10−8] B/M B/E B/BE B/BM

2ml 418.27 71 4405 128 208

2 307.96 61 3416 111 165

4 194.74 48 2320 90 129

8 109.60 36 1414 71 100

15 56.12 26 789 56 78

35 15.50 16 263 41 54

55 5.62 12 118 38 44

85 1.37 9 46 49 37

100 0.67 8 30 71 36

120 0.24 8 18 458 35

140 0.04 9 10 −45 37

180 0.003 12 5 −19 44
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http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-ph/0010284
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-ph/0010284
http://arxiv.org/abs/1112.5184v1
http://arxiv.org/abs/1112.5184v1
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K± → π±π0γ, K± → π±π0e+e– Exp. Status
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Measurement of K± → π±π0γ by 
NA48/2 with ~ 1 million events. 
[Batley et al., EPJC 68 (2010) 75]

Precise measurement of Direct 
Emission and interference term.
No access to mass of photon or 
polarization (→CP violation).

K± → π±π0e+e– never been observed 
so far.

Expectation:  B(K± → π±π0e+e–)  ~  α × B(K± → π±π0γ)  ~  10-8

K± → π±π0γ: Data Sample

New NA48/2 measurement:
Both K+ and K− in the beam
(=⇒ CPV check possible)
Enlarged T ⋆

π region w.r.t.
previous experiments:

0 < T ⋆
π < 80 MeV

Background negligible:
< 1% × DE (mainly π±π0π0)

O(10−3)mistagging probability
for the photon.

Kaon Mass (GeV)

N
EV

T

Data
MC(sig+bg)
MC(π+π0π0)
MC(π+π0γ)

1

10

10 2

10 3

10 4

10 5

0.44 0.45 0.46 0.47 0.48 0.49 0.5 0.51 0.52

Total K± → π±π0γ data sample:
More than 1 million events.
For the fit: restrict to 0.2 < W < 0.9 and Eγ > 5 GeV

=⇒ Still 600 k π±π0γ candidates in the fit.
Rainer Wanke, Universität Mainz, KAON 2009, Tsukuba, June 10, 2009 – p.10/27

K± → π±π0γ

http://arxiv.org/abs/1004.0494
http://arxiv.org/abs/1004.0494
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K± → π±π0e+e–
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K± → π±π0e+e–First observation using the             
2003 NA48/2 data sample             
(about 40% of all NA48/2 data).

Main background contributions from:
K± → π±π0π0D with π0D→e+ e– γlost.
K± → π±π0D with π0D→e+ e– γ + γacc.

About 2500 events in the signal region, 
with 280 estimated bkg events.

Analysis in progress
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Future NA62 Experiment
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Why K+ → π+νν ?

24

Kaon physics usually:
   Exact predictions difficult because of hadronic contributions.

Exception: K! ⇡⌫⌫

Decay                   proceeds only via box and penguin diagrams.
Hadronic matrix element from                  and isospin rotation.
Uncertainties only from charm contributions (                      only).

K ! ⇡⌫⌫
K ! ⇡e⌫

K+ ! ⇡+⌫⌫
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Errors on Theory Prediction
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(Courtesy of Joachim Brod)
Error mostly current 
uncertainty on VtsVtd*
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Rainer Wanke, PIC 2011, Vancouver, Aug 29th, 2011

The NA62 Detector
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The NA62 Detector
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Layout of NA62:
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The NA62 Detector
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(still not to scale!)
Layout of NA62:
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NA62 Sensitivity
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Estimated signal and background rates:
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K→SQQ�analysis 

The analysis requires: 
 1 track in the spectrometer with momentum in the range [15-35] GeV and 
positive identification as pion in the RICH and in the calorimeters. 
No gammas in LKr, LAV, SAC and IRC. 
1 kaon in coincidence with the CEDAR, measured in the GTK without activity in 
CHANTI. 
No muon in the MUVs. 
Z vertex in the decay region. 

10 

Main backgrounds: 
Kaon decays. 
Non-Gaussian tails in the momentum 
resolution. 
Inefficiency of the photon vetoes. 
Muon-pion misidentification. 
Wrong kaon-pion matching.  

K+→S�QQ ̅���
(signal) 

45 events/year 

K+→S�S�� 5 

K+→P�Q� 1 

K+→S�S�eQ� <1 

3 tracks <1 

K+→S�S�J� 1.5 

K+→P�QJ� 0.5 

others negligible 

Expected bkg <10 

~10% measurement 
in two years of   

data-taking.
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Kaon decays. 
Non-Gaussian tails in the momentum 
resolution. 
Inefficiency of the photon vetoes. 
Muon-pion misidentification. 
Wrong kaon-pion matching.  

K+→S�QQ ̅���
(signal) 

45 events/year 

K+→S�S�� 5 

K+→P�Q� 1 

K+→S�S�eQ� <1 

3 tracks <1 

K+→S�S�J� 1.5 

K+→P�QJ� 0.5 

others negligible 

Expected bkg <10 

~10% measurement 
in two years of   

data-taking.

NA62 Plans & Timeline:
End of 2014:                     
Two months of data-taking   
➜  Hope for SM sensitivity
2015/2016:                              
Two run periods for               
~ 90 SM events
≥ 2017:                                   
Other rare K+ decays,        
KL decays (?)
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With 3 SM events for KL→π0νν and 100 for K+→π+νν by 2015/16:
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vus/content/Krare.html)

NA62 Sensitivity
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http://www.lnf.infn.it/wg/vus/content/Krare.html
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http://www.apple.com/de/
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NA62 Reach for rare K+ and π0 Decays
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NA62 will collect an unprecedented amount of K+ decays giving 
the possibility to measure rare decays properties and look for 
forbidden and exotic decays.

NA62 will collect ~1013 K+ decays and ~2.5 × 1012 π0 decays 
in two years of data taking
➜  Single event sensitivity: ~10–12 for K+, ~10-11 for π0

The clean environment allows to study tiny effects.

The NA62 trigger system is flexible and fully reconfigurable 
(based on FPGAs).

Possibility to have special run periods for e.g. K+ → π+γγ.
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  Channel Violation 90% CL Limit Experiment NA62 Reach

  K+ ➝ π+ µ+ e– LFV    < 1.3 × 10–11 E865 ~ 10–12

  K+ ➝ π+ µ– e+ LFV    < 5.2 × 10–10 E865 ~ 10–12

  K+ ➝ π– µ+ e+ LFV, LNV    < 5.0 × 10–10 E865 ~ 10–12

  K+ ➝ π– e+ e+ LNV    < 6.4 × 10–10 E865 ~ 2 × 10–12

  K+ ➝ π– µ+ µ+ LNV    < 1.1 × 10–9 NA48/2 ≲ 10–12

  K+ ➝ µ– ν e+ e+ LNV    < 2.0 × 10–8 Geneva/Saclay ~ 5 × 10–12

  π0 ➝ µ– e+ LFV    < 3.4 × 10–9 KTeV ≲ 10–10

  π0 ➝ µ+ e– LFV    < 3.8 × 10–10 KTeV ≲ 10–10

  π0 ➝ µ– ν e+ e+ LFV    < 1.6 × 10–6 JINR-Spec ≲ 10–10

Lepton-Flavour Violating Decays

31
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Non-LFV K+ and π0 Decays

32

  Channel Motivation 90% CL Limit Experiment

  K+ ➝ π+ X0 new particle    < 5.9 × 10–11 (mX=0) E787, E949

  K+ ➝ π+ χ χ new particles          –––– E949

  K+ ➝ π+ π+ e– ν ΔS ≠ ΔQ    < 1.2 × 10–8 Geneva/Saclay

  K+ ➝ π+ π+ µ– ν ΔS ≠ ΔQ    < 3.0 × 10–6 Geneva/Saclay

  π0 ➝ e+ e– (γ) dark photon          –––– ––––

  π0 ➝ e+ e– e+ e– T violation    C = –0.77 ± 0.53 Samios et al.

  π0 ➝ γ γ γ C violation    < 3.1 × 10–8 Crystal Box

  π0 ➝ γ γ γ γ light scalar    < 2    × 10–8 Crystal Box

  π0 ➝ ν ν RH neutrino    < 2.7 × 10–7 E949
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Search for the U boson ("dark photon") 
interesting as possible explanation of        
several SM anomalies:

PAMELA e+ excess
Dama/Libra dark matter signals
3.6 σ anomalies in (g-2)µ  

   ➜  Several dedicated experiments.

NA48/2 / NA62:
Search in π0 → U γ decays (with U → e+ e–)

NA48/2:  already 2 × 107 π0 → e+ e– γ decays
NA62:  expect 108 π0 → e+ e– γ decays
mee resolution of 1 MeV

  ➜  Sensitive to mU < 100 MeV with ε ~10-3

Figure 2: The updated constraint from the electron g − 2 is compared to the other
experimental bounds [20, 34]. The gray regions have been already excluded by them.
The green bands are favored by the muon g − 2 (see Fig. 1). The regions enclosed
by the colored–dashed lines are suggested to be covered in future. See Ref. [20] for
details of the experiments, where the excluded regions and future sensitivities are
found. The recent update of the KLOE bound [34] is included (see Note Added).

R∞ with extremely high precision. Although R∞ has been provided very precisely
in CODATA [13], we should not refer to it in the current analysis. This is because
the determination of the Rydberg constant is based on the transition frequencies,
and hence the analysis would become self–inconsistent.2 On the other hand, if the
Rydberg constant is determined from the definition, (10), it is required to know the
fine structure constant and the electron mass very precisely. If the lepton (g − 2)’s
are used to determine the fine structure constant, the hidden photon contribution
to the transition frequency, δA

′

, becomes obscure. Also, the relation (11) cannot
be used to determine the α0, because it depends on R∞. Thus, other methods are
required to determine α0 accurately. Furthermore, it is very difficult to measure the
electron mass with the required precision. The accuracy of Ar(e) is worse than that
of Eq. (34).

In order to avoid the difficulties of the Rydberg constant, let us consider a ratio

2 The treatment of R∞ is unclear in [14], in which they refer to the CODATA, despite that the
hidden photon contributions to the transition frequencies are studied.
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Dark photons 
The search for the U boson (aka dark 
photon) is becoming interesting as possible 
explanation of several SM anomalies: 

PAMELA e+ excess 
Dama/Libra dark matter signals [R. Bernabei et al., Eur. 
Phys. J. C56, 333 (2008)]  

3.6V anoma lies in (g -2)P�
Several dedicated experiments 
 

16 

Search in S�→UJ decays (with U→e+e-) 
NA62 will collect 108 S�→e+e-J decays/year 
Mee resolution of 1 MeV 
Sensitive to MU<100 MeV with H�~10-6 

Analysis on the NA48/2 data ongoing 
NA62 will improve the NA48/2 upper limit. 
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NA48/2: S0
D Mee spectrum 
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� Mean dark photo free path ~1mm: 

identical signatures S0oUJ and S0
D. 

 

� Sensitivity to dark photon limited 

by K2SD background fluctuation. 

 

� Upper limit ~ (Kaon Flux)�1/2 × 

                  (Acceptance)�1/2 × 

               (Mee resolution)�1/2 

 

� Flux ~2×1011 , acceptance ~5%. 

 

� Spectrometer resolution: 

    GMee | 0.012Mee (<1.4 MeV/c). 

 

� Mee resolution can be improved 

    using the (PK�PS)
2 constraint. 

Mee spectrum 

E. Goudzovski / MesonNet workshop / Prague, 17 June 2013 

S0 form-factor measurement is possible 

Figure 2: The updated constraint from the electron g − 2 is compared to the other
experimental bounds [20, 34]. The gray regions have been already excluded by them.
The green bands are favored by the muon g − 2 (see Fig. 1). The regions enclosed
by the colored–dashed lines are suggested to be covered in future. See Ref. [20] for
details of the experiments, where the excluded regions and future sensitivities are
found. The recent update of the KLOE bound [34] is included (see Note Added).
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Conclusions
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Kaon physics still a major player in particle physics. 
    ➜  very high sensitivity to many observables and new physics.

K± ➞ π± γγ: new measurement with ~200 events and low background.

K± ➞ π± e+e–γ: first observation with ~2500 events, expect result soon.

K+ ➞ π+νν: one of the golden channels in flavour physics.
Directly measures Vts Vtd* with small theoretical uncertainties.
Very high sensitivity to new physics beyond the SM.

NA62 at CERN designed for measurement of very rare kaon decays.
Under construction, first data-taking after LHC shutdown (end 2014)
Goal: ~100 K+ ➞ π+νν events in 2 years of data taking.
In addition: Huge samples of practically all K+ decays                                                      
➜  Precise measurements on virtually all rare decays!



Many thanks for the attention!


